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gré Stefan Zweig. Roth continued to work prodigiously as a novelist and journalist, after his
books were among the first burned in Nazi Germany. A man on the brink (it was the news of
Ernst Toller’s suicide in New York that triggered his own death), Roth depicted a continent
determinedly burying its head in the sand, urging action, and seeing with remarkable clearsightedness the tragedy being played out and
gathering pace.
The pieces collected here bristle with anger,
sarcasm and vitriolic condemnation of the
general blindness, complicity, even, to the “remains of a European conscience”; they form a
heartbreaking lament for Austria, final bastion
of German language and music, and a howl of
despair at the errors of politicians and the accommodating nature of a people wooed by delusions of “a greater Germany”. Hidden within
the rapier blows of his journalism are deeply
personal tragedies, such as the fate of his wife,
who, as a schizophrenic patient in a psychiatric
hospital, fell prey to Nazi euthanasia.
A momentary respite comes in two charming, descriptive pieces, nostalgic for Hôtel Foyot, his first Parisian home, and appreciating a
bistro’s night denizens: the cabman’s wisdom
has a sincerity Roth misses in some Western
journalists’ continuing belief in “fairy-tales of
Germany”: “It’s conscience, gentlemen”, the
cabman offers, “conscience that has been killed
off. Authorization has taken its place”.
On the End of the World is an excellent addition to Roth’s oeuvre in English, deftly translated and with comprehensive notes by Will
Stone; a typo on the book’s spine is regrettable.

Roasted Without and With the Skin” or
Glasse’s “Bombarded Veal”, which requires
assaulting a piece of perfectly good meat with
no less than twenty-five ingredients? “A bit of
an effort”, is Waugh’s comment.
Waugh’s asides, in fact, turn out to be the
most original and enjoyable part of the book.
For example, she tartly dismisses Acton’s observation that parsley may not be the “appropriate” garnish for boiled brill as “perfectly
barmy”, and tells us that she feels “guilty every
time I think of syllabub” because it reminds her
of an excruciating dinner with her sixth-form
English teacher. Elsewhere,Waugh’s marginalia tends towards the instructional. She follows
Glasse’s recipe for “Force-meat Balls” with the
suggestion that readers forswear Atora suet and
ask their butcher for the real thing.
Although such interventions go some way
towards leavening Cooking People, the book
never really takes off. Those readers who are
interested in the long narrative of English cookery writing will already be familiar with this
material, while those who are merely poking
around the historical kitchen will find recipes
for “Minced Veal and Macaroni” more quaint
than plausible. The book has a hasty cut-andpaste feel to it, borne out by the bizarre moment
when Waugh appears to pair Samuel Beeton,
Isabella’s husband, with Hannah Glasse.
Saucepans at dawn doesn’t begin to describe the
tension that would have ensued had that really
been possible.
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the reader in search of context, and Hanabusa’s
arguments are occasionally hampered by a
lack of clarity in his expression. He does, however, raise some interesting points that call for
closer examination of Two Lamentable Tragedies by scholars of drama working in the developing field of the history of reading.
Hanabusa proposes that stage directions
such as the one quoted above are sufficiently
complicated and imaginative that their execution in performance is difficult to envisage,
and that “the text might have been seen as better for a reading public than a theatrical audience”. In fact, the grisly detail of the hammer
wedged in the head is subsequently referred to
so many times in dialogue that it seems to have
been conceived of as an achievable if elaborate
stage effect. Hanabusa’s point is valid if
modified, however: a decade ago, Lukas Erne
argued that early modern drama could be intended to have two distinct incarnations on
stage and on the page. Erne’s case study was
Shakespeare, but subsequent scholarship
has tested his hypothesis in relation to less
canonical works. Whether Yarington’s Two
Lamentable Tragedies would repay this type
of attention remains to be seen: the Malone
Society’s characteristically helpful edition
enables such attention to be paid.

disputed area would have been welcome.
For all the admiration Chislett bestows on
Spain’s democratic transition, he notes a failure
to tackle judicial reform, and the abiding challenges posed by regional nationalisms. A contemporary “black legend” about Spain is that its
desire for a united territory encapsulates a reactionary mindset. Throughout, Chislett reveals
how extreme localism could be just as retrograde, whether in the 1870s or the 1930s. As the
Catalonia–Spain debate becomes ever more polarized, such insights are all the more welcome.
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Reference Books
Susan Elderkin and Ella Berthoud
THE NOVEL CURE
An A to Z of literary remedies
464pp. Canongate. £17.99.
978 0 85786 420 3

N

ot sure which of the 170,267 books published in Britain last year to place on your
bedside table? “Consider booking a consultation with a bibliotherapist, who will analyse
your reading tastes, habits, and yearnings.”
This advice comes in The Novel Cure: An A to
Z of literary remedies, written by two selfH A N N A H A U G U ST styled bibliotherapists at the London-based
School of Life. Whether in a book-filled ambulance or a Bloomsbury consulting room complete with a Freudian couch, Susan Elderkin
William Chislett
and Ella Berthoud listen to your problems, take
K A TH RY N H U G H ES
SPAIN
note of your favourite books, and send you
What everyone needs to know
away with a “reading prescription”. A fee of
224pp. Oxford University Press. Paperback,
£80 buys an hour-long session.
R E B E C C A K . M O R RI SO N
£10.99 (US $16.95).
Robert Yarington
The price of sanity, however, has dropped:
TWO LAMENTABLE TRAGEDIES
978 0 19 993646 5
for £17.99 you can buy a copy of Elderkin
Edited by Chiaki Hanabusa
and Berthoud’s list of “restorative reads”,
144pp. Manchester University Press. £45.
Sophia Waugh
ightly sensitive about national stereotypes, alphabetized by ailment. “Our apothecary
COOKING PEOPLE
978 0 7190 9062 2
including the Black Legend, William contains Balzacian balms and Tolstoyan tourThe writers who taught the English how to eat
Chislett has produced a concise yet nuanced ac- niquets, the salves of Saramago and the purges
320pp. Quartet. £20.
n August 23, 1594, the London innkeeper count of the history of Spain for an Oxford Uni- of Perec”, the authors explain, though one
978 0 7043 7320 4
Thomas Merry murdered a chandler, versity Press series. The Franco regime may occasionally strains to discern anything pharRobert Beech, and his apprentice Thomas have exhibited many of the traits that reinforced macological about their lively summaries of a
ooking People is made up of two parts. The Winchester, only to be apprehended shortly perceptions about the extent of bigotry and cru- varied literary canon. Some entries are allofirst consists of potted biographies of five afterwards and hanged alongside his sister and elty in Spain, but as Chislett also observes, the pathic: racing through The Thirty-Nine Steps
female cookery writers who have shaped the apparent accomplice, Rachel. This “lament- political term “liberal” was first coined to de- will cure apathy. Others are analogic: the auway that the English think about food. All the able” series of events constitutes one of the scribe the remarkably progressive (though thors prescribe short stories for diarrhoea. Still
usual suspects are here: Hannahs Woolley and Two Lamentable Tragedies depicted in the short-lived) Cádiz constitution of 1812.
others are thematic: if you’re single, turn to
Glasse, Eliza Acton, Isabella Beeton and Eliza- 1601 play by Robert Yarington, which has reChislett was Financial Times correspondent their side-splitting parody of Bridget Jones’s
beth David. Their résumés are familiar too, cently been added to the corpus of Malone So- in Madrid during the democratic transition of Diary. If you suffer from “Holiday, not knowsince Sophia Waugh has assembled them from ciety Reprints, in a facsimile edition prepared the 1970s. His account spans the arrival of the ing what novels to take on”, look no further
existing scholarship. The book’s second part, by Chiaki Hanabusa.
Moors to the economic crash from which than “Ten Best Novels to Take on Plane Jourmeanwhile, brings together recipes excerpted
Hanabusa’s edition provides easy access to Spain is still reeling. Structured around a series neys”: “Buy The Enchanted April. Then book
from their work, interleaved with comments a play notable primarily for its insouciant jux- of leading questions – “What was the Disaster a villa in Tuscany and read it on the way out”.
from Waugh, who is herself a food writer. We taposition of two entirely unrelated plotlines, of 1898?” or “What was the economic legacy
The joke isn’t entirely new. R. H. Schaufhave everything from Wooley’s thoughts on and infamous early modern stage directions of the Civil War?” – the format has a whiff of fler’s popular anthology The Poetry Cure
“Pig-Pye” to David’s instructions for “Fasoul- such as “[he] striketh six blows on his head & the school textbook about it, redeemed by (1925) anticipated The Novel Cure’s psychoia”, and Acton’s “Curried Eggs”.
with the seventh leaves the hammer sticking in Chislett’s energetic style and eye for the somatic gimmick, offering “sedative” poems
As a consequence of relying on earlier biog- his head”. The facsimile pages of the British telling anecdote.
for “raw and jumpy nerves” and “stimulant”
raphies, Waugh’s assessments of her subjects Library copy of the play are surrounded by
A recurring trend, seen in various contexts poems “to redden pale blood-corpuscules”. By
are predictable. Woolley, writing during the pleasingly wide margins allowing space for from the seventeenth-century Golden Age to reshelving Fiction in the Self-Help section, the
Restoration about the folly of employing scholarly annotation, and the text is accompa- the property boom of 1994–2008, has been a authors register a larger shift from description
French chefs, becomes a champion of English nied by a useful introduction. This comprehen- reluctance to invest in human capital. Chislett to instruction. Instead of calling his latest book
cuisine, a sort of Fergus Henderson avant la sively covers aspects of the unique quarto’s succinctly shows how the nineteenth-century “An Introduction to W. H. Auden”, Alexander
lettre. Glasse is the true democrat, pointedly physical appearance, and includes discussion Carlist wars spawned a political culture that McCall Smith has titled it What W. H. Auden
addressing her advice to both cooks and their of extant copies, collation, compositorial idio- weakened Spain’s civil society during the dec- Can Do for You. A book that once would have
mistresses, while Acton is acclaimed as the pi- syncrasies and watermarks. The ordering of ades that followed. In addressing the slide into been called “On Literature” was published last
oneer of good nutrition and clear instruction. topics treated by the introduction belies Hana- conflict in 1936, Chislett avoids military histo- year as How Literature Saved My Life – though
Beeton is admired for her confident organiza- busa’s strength and interest: it is not until he ry, chronicling instead the tragic collapse of the David Shields might have boosted sales if he’d
tional skills, while Elizabeth David is nothing has dealt with the more technical aspects of political centre ground.
chosen “How Literature Will Save Your Life”.
less than a philosopher and artist in the kitchen. bibliography that he turns to the debates tradiEven-handed on the atrocities of either side, In 1934, Ezra Pound’s ABC of Reading called
The thinking behind Waugh’s recipe selec- tionally surrounding this play, which centre on he nevertheless refers only to the figures for literature “news that stays news”. This book
tion, however, is unclear. These are dishes that, its sources, authorship and date of composi- wartime executions cited by Paul Preston in might suggest an updated definition: news that
she argues, would work well today. But who, tion.
The Spanish Holocaust (reviewed in the TLS, stays news you can use.
really, is likely to attempt Woolley’s “Hares
This ordering is potentially confusing for September 7, 2012). A broader overview of this
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